Coal International

Description: Mining news and company data are updated daily using thousands of established media links with mining and mineral companies worldwide, providing information relating to the very latest in exploration, technology, production and management changes. Coal International is widely accepted as probably the oldest English language magazine in the world dating back to 1858!

It is published 6 times a year. We also produce in the Polish, Russian and Chinese language to coincide with major exhibitions held in these important mine operating countries. Coal International is probably the oldest English language coal magazine in the world, having started in 1858 as the Colliery Guardian.

It expanded to become an international publication when the UK coal industry was privatised, and is now regarded worldwide as the No.1 journal within the coal industry.

Coal International is an international coal orientated magazine reaching a worldwide audience in all areas of the coal mining industry and boasts over 64 pages of up to date information on:

The latest industry news
Case studies and technical articles
Health and safety
New plant and equipment
Feature articles

Published in:

English x 6 per annum
Russian x 2 per annum
Chinese x 1 per annum
Polish x 1 per annum

All this information plus special features makes Coal International required reading for mining industry professionals who wish to promote their expertise by means of editorial and advertising to an international audience of over 7,000 key decision makers. In addition to the English language Coal International, Russian and Chinese editions are also published ensuring maximum exposure for advertisers in the emerging markets they want to be seen in, creating sales leads of the highest quality.

NOTE: This Chinese Edition is published once per annum

Contents: Sample Table of Contents:

News
Business news
GVK Hancock’s Galilee Basin projects
Interview
Hitachi: The next level
Features
Russia & Ukraine: Ambitious plans, serious investment
Microwaves For Mining?
Impact of corrosion on mining equipment
Mining of consolidated clay ironstone layers using continuous materials handling technology – operational experience gained and technical solutions developed in the Hambach opencast lignite mine
The problems facing the international mining industry when working at deep levels - German know-how provides the answers
Equipment
Equipment Focus: Conveyor belt safety
New equipment

Ordering:
Order Online - http://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/2832281/
Order by Fax - using the form below
Order by Post - print the order form below and send to
Research and Markets,
Guinness Centre,
Taylors Lane,
Dublin 8,
Ireland.
Fax Order Form
To place an order via fax simply print this form, fill in the information below and fax the completed form to 646-607-1907 (from USA) or +353-1-481-1716 (from Rest of World). If you have any questions please visit
http://www.researchandmarkets.com/contact/

Order Information
Please verify that the product information is correct and select the format(s) you require.

| Product Name: | Coal International |
| Web Address: | http://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/2832281/ |
| Office Code: | SC |

Product Formats
Please select the product formats and quantity you require:

| Quantity |
| Hard Copy: | USD 40 + USD 30 Shipping/Handling |
| Hard Copy (1 Year Sub.): | USD 216 + USD 30 Shipping/Handling |

* Shipping/Handling is only charged once per order.
* The price quoted above is only valid for 30 days. Please submit your order within that time frame to avail of this price as all prices are subject to change.

Contact Information
Please enter all the information below in BLOCK CAPITALS

| Title: | Mr | Mrs | Dr | Miss | Ms | Prof |
| First Name: | | | | | | |
| Email Address: | | | | | | |
| Job Title: | | | | | | |
| Organisation: | | | | | | |
| Address: | | | | | | |
| City: | | | | | | |
| Postal / Zip Code: | | | | | | |
| Country: | | | | | | |
| Phone Number: | | | | | | |
| Fax Number: | | | | | | |

* Please refrain from using free email accounts when ordering (e.g. Yahoo, Hotmail, AOL)
Payment Information

Please indicate the payment method you would like to use by selecting the appropriate box.

☐ Pay by credit card: You will receive an email with a link to a secure webpage to enter your credit card details.

☐ Pay by check: Please post the check, accompanied by this form, to:
Research and Markets,
Guinness Center,
Taylors Lane,
Dublin 8,
Ireland.

☐ Pay by Wire Transfer: Bank details will be provided on the invoice which you will receive after you place your order with us.

If you have a Marketing Code please enter it below:

Marketing Code:

Please note that by ordering from Research and Markets you are agreeing to our Terms and Conditions at http://www.researchandmarkets.com/info/terms.asp

Please fax this form to:
(646) 607-1907 or (646) 964-6609 - From USA
+353-1-481-1716 or +353-1-653-1571 - From Rest of World